## LISTING OF AWARD WINNERS FOR 2013

### JOE NEGRI AWARD
- ALFRED H. SINGLEMAN, Jr. – ALBANY-SARATOGA

### DISTRICT COMMANDER
- STEVEN D. BELL – SOUTHEAST REGION DISTRICT ONE

### ROBERT LINK AWARD
- PAUL M. ALLEN – CORVINA BASE
- KEVIN M. GALEAZ – THRESHER BASE
- JON L. HOWERY – LOCKWOOD INTERNET BASE
- KENNETH R. McDERMOTT – USS VIRGINIA BASE
- E. DALE MOSES – CAROLINA PIEDMONT BASE
- ROBERT W. OPPLE, Jr. – SS MOTORCYCLE CLUB
- RONNY A. OLSON – MID-ATLANTIC BASE
- JERRY ‘PATCH’ PACIOREK – TARHEEL BASE
- WILLIAM P. WELLS – GOLDEN TRIANGLE BASE
- THOMAS E. WOODHOUSE – PEORIA BASE

- GROTON BASE MEMORIAL COMMITTEE
- LOS ANGELES - PASADENA BASE

### MERITORIOUS AWARD

#### INDIVIDUAL
- JOHN C. JEFFRIES, Jr. – CAROLINA PIEDMONT BASE
- KEVIN M. GALEAZ – THRESHER BASE
- USS CHICAGO BASE

#### GROUP
- NC SUBVETS

### BEN BASTURA AWARD
- RAYMOND J. MISIEWICZ Jr. – ALBANY-SARATOGA

### GOLDEN ANCHOR AWARD
- CLASS ONE – SILENT SERVICE MOTORCYCLE CLUB
- CLASS TWO – CAROLINA PIEDMONT BASE
- CLASS THREE – SOUTH FLORIDA BASE
- CLASS FOUR – SOUTH SOUND BASE

### SILVER ANCHOR AWARD
- JAMES IRWIN – ALBANY – SARATOGA BASE
NEWSLETTER of the YEAR AWARD

THESE AWARDS ARE DIVIDED INTO THREE CLASSES IN EACH REGION.

NORTHEAST REGION

CLASS ONE:

NEWSLETTER WINNER  USSVI THRESHER BASE NL – Thresher Base
First runner up        BUFFALO BASE NL – Buffalo Base

CLASS TWO:              NO ENTRY

CLASS THREE             NO ENTRY

SOUTHEAST REGION

CLASS ONE

NEWSLETTER WINNER  ALL CLEAR – Tarheel Base

CLASS TWO

NEWSLETTER WINNER  PIEDMONT PERISCOPE -- Carolina Piedmont Base

CLASS THREE

NEWSLETTER WINNER  DIVE - DIVE - South Florida Base

CENTRAL REGION

CLASS ONE

NEWSLETTER WINNER  UP SCOPE - Dallas Base
First runner up     Wisconsin Base Newsletter – Wisconsin Base

CLASS TWO            NO ENTRY
CLASS THREE

NEWSLETTER WINNER: DECK LOG -- Central Texas Base
First runner up: 1MC – Carbonero Base
Second Runner up: Polaris Fire – Polaris Base
Honorable Mention: Toledo Base Newsletter – Toledo Base

WESTERN REGION

CLASS ONE

NEWSLETTER WINNER: THE MIDWATCH – Perch Base

CLASS TWO

NEWSLETTER WINNER: CORVINA BASE NL – USS Corvina Base
First runner up: THE BLOWHOLE – Dolphin Base
Second runner up: CAVITATION – Rocky Mountain Base

CLASS THREE

NEWSLETTER WINNER: -- GOONEY NEWS – USS Parche Base

THE WINNER OF THE NATIONAL NEWSLETTER OF THE YEAR AWARD IS:

PIEDMONT PERISCOPE – CAROLINA – PIEDMONT BASE